Read each sentence and write if the underlined word in it is a person, place, or thing.

1) The **boy** kicked the ball.

2) Amanda is going to the **hospital**.

3) Jerry visited the **doctor**.

4) The plane landed at the **airport**.

5) Elsa is **blowing** a balloon.

6) Mom baked a **cake**.

7) The **driver** stopped the car.

8) Sandra made a **card** for her mom.
Read each sentence and write if the underlined word in it is a person, place, or thing.

1) The boy kicked the ball.  
   **person**

2) Amanda is going to the hospital.  
   **place**

3) Jerry visited the doctor.  
   **person**

4) The plane landed at the airport.  
   **place**

5) Elsa is blowing a balloon.  
   **thing**

6) Mom baked a cake.  
   **thing**

7) The driver stopped the car.  
   **person**

8) Sandra made a card for her mom.  
   **thing**